CLOUDHUB
USECASES
Introducing the demos and usecases
showcased in the CloudHub Budapest, with
their intended uses and possible learning
opportunities.

INTRODUCTION
The place to collaborate, to learn, to
network: all to create the way of
tomorrow.
CloudHub is a great place not only for sales presentations and
partner workshops, but for off-site university classes as well.
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CLOUDHUB
(SHOWROOM, STUDIO,
INNOVATION LAB)
While the magic is made in CloudHub
and the Innovation lab, the studio is
where this magic can be shared with
the rest of us - via streams, recording
and podcasts.
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BLINKIN
BlinkIn is the first intelligent visual
collaboration platform for understanding
and solving technical problems.

Users can chat, talk and have video calls with a
single click on a link on their smartphones (no app
download required).
BlinkIn combines a backend software (call-center)
and frontend (mobile app or pure Webkit-website)
with a machine learning component.
The mobile component is a mixed reality and is
used to assist in technical breakdown, assisted
maintenance, and more.
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The platform assists experts in the
delivery of an excellent customer
service and provides a learning
opportunity.
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DEEPVA
With our startup
partner DeepVA, we
developed a simple web
app that reminds you of
wearing a mask.
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The platform assists experts in the
delivery of an excellent customer
service and provides a learning
opportunity.

The app combines the easy-totrain deep-learning platform
of DeepVA with the computing
power of OTC OpenShift.
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E-BOT7
e-bot7 increases customer service efficiency
by integrating artificial intelligence across
multiple channels - no coding required.
AI supports employees and automates
answers and processes, thus drastically
reducing costs and increasing revenue.
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IoT - WIND TURBINE
Colleagues at Digital Solutions developed a demo
for an industrial IoT application, showcasing a
monitoring solution for wind turbines, analyzing
thresholds, and detecting anomalies to apply
predictive maintenance.

This showcase includes a resized
wind turbine, which sends realtime data to the dashboard,
allowing the user to be alerted via
their phone, if a critical value is
reached - all done live with the
client.
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SERVICE NOW
A comprehensive control center
for internal and external service
requests along the entire
value chain, including customer
service management, marketing
or cross-cutting issues such as
security operations, governance,
risk & compliance (GRC), as well
as building, and asset
management, etc.
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To be experienced in the CloudHub
using the example of a
supermarket.
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LEGO RACER

CLOUDHUB

Get to know the OpenShift
Platform of OTC in an appealing use
case.

Within just one hour, together, we
build the IoT
infrastructure to control the car,
consisting of HiveMQ, Flask,
Django, and WebApp.

Coupled with our automotive
sensor showcase, all raw data
from the car's sensors can be
evaluated after the test drive of
the Lego Racer.

Lego Racer is a car connected to our
own OpenShift PaaS platform in the
cloud.

It sends data and receives
commands.
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VIRTUAL CLOUDHUB/DOOB
Based on doob virtual world (Vircadia engine) – a TechBoost
startup on OTC, proven by the innovation center (Munich, VIC) the VCH may even be used in meetings from the physical Hub.

Exhibits to try out and play with. The VCH
virtual world is a cloud exhibit on its own: try
out and play with anything!

A place to jointly demonstrate innovation with
the Innovation Center Munich (VIC) & more.
Welcome space, core room, meeting hall and
separate breakout spaces. Scaling in the cloud.
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HOLOLENS 2
HoloLens2 is the second iteration of the
revolutionary head-mounted mixed
reality device created by Microsoft.

This device is to be placed on one's head, with
a visor over the eyes, enabling a completely
new way of interacting with information.
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SMART GLASSES BY RASTAL
Smart-printed glasses with NFC chips
and implementation of a Microsoft
Azure cloud system to manage and track
glasses and campaigns.
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AWS DEEPRACER
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Get to know the OpenShift Platform of OTC in
an appealing use case.

AWS DeepRacer
provides an interesting and fun way to
get into reinforcement learning - an
advanced machine learning method.

The DeepRacer
is an autonomous vehicle that learns to
find its way using a camera and the AWS
cloud.
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DONKEY CAR
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An open-source DIY
self-driving platform
for small scale cars.
It can be built individually, and it can be
self- or remote controlled by your
phone or laptop. Great way for students
to learn and compete.
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LEGO MINDSTORMS
Lego Mindstorms is a hardware and software
structure which develops programmable robots
based on Lego building blocks.
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TINKERKIT BRACCIO ROBOT
The TinkerKit Braccio is a fully
operational robotic arm, controlled via
Arduino.
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WIWE – PERSONAL EKG
The Wiwe is a single-channel bioelectrical imaging diagnostic
measuring device that monitors the user's health characteristics
related to heart function and heart rate - at home and on the go.

The device provides information about the user's average heart rate, possible
deviations from their normal EKG/ECG, and the oxygen saturation of the user's
blood. The degree of oxygen saturation. The measured data and evaluations
can be viewed through our own mobile application.
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SignAll – ASL
SignAll employs machine translation
and natural language processing to
be the first company in the
world with technology that
can fully recognize and
translate sign language
to English.

A compact modern
workstation with advanced
AI-driven tools for
classrooms and businesses
changing the way we learn
American Sign Language
(ASL).
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